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The Yaldhurst quarry dust monitoring programme will
likely prove nothing, MinEx warns.
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Canterbury Regional Council is due this month to start
monitoring the contribution of quarries to airborne fine
dust particles and respirable crystalline silica (RCS) in
Yaldhurst. At issue is whether the quarries are affecting
the health of residents from longterm exposure to dust.
MinEx CEO Wayne Scott says he is worried the three
month monitoring programme will fail to deliver any useful results.
“All that will happen is the instruments will collect various airborne matter that cannot
be correlated with the exposure of residents in Yaldhurst to RCS.”
“It’s very likely going to be a waste of time and money, and the temptation will be to try
to draw conclusions from the work when there are none to be made.”
Scott, a former quarry manager in Australia, says ambient monitoring, as a measure of
dust exposure, was dropped years ago across the Tasman in favour of personal dust
monitors worn by individuals exposed to dust.
“Personal monitors are the only way to reliably measure a person’s exposure to dust
as they go about their daily lives, because the monitor goes where the person goes,”
Scott says.
An initial personal monitoring trial of eight Yaldhurst residents, and one nonresident,
revealed negligible risk to health from exposure to dust and RCS, ECan reported last
month.
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Airborne dust is a general issue in Canterbury, blown from dry riverbeds, high
mountains, agriculture and other landuses, construction, as well as quarries.

If the High Court agrees with the Environment Court
on this appeal by the Road MetalsIsaac Construction
joint venture, the availability of resource would
reduce, even in quarry zones.

Yaldhurst quarries step up dust management

Read more

Harewood Gravel’s appeal to the High Court of the Environment Court’s overturning of
resource consent for a new quarry throws a question over the future of quarrying in
Yaldhurst.
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The outcome of that case, to be heard in Find out more...
February next year, will affect existing
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and recentlyconsented Frews Quarries,
Organisation Road Metals
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with ECan on dust management.
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Resource
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Miners Road quarry, and GBC Winstone
Miners Road (KB Group)
installed a mobile unit three months ago
at their Old West Coast Road site.
Using a waterblaster pump, water at high pressure is sprayed through thin nozzles to
produce a fine mist at targeted areas and times when dust is produced during rock
processing around the quarry site.
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In the past year GBC Winstone has rerouted trucks leaving the quarry onto a new
sealed road of more than 400 metres in length. That and water sprinklers, and other
water spraying equipment ensure laden trucks leave the site clean of dust.
As a rule, the quarry companies stop removing raw material during very high winds,
noting there are days where some airborne dust from quarries is inevitable.
Bestpractice for dust control at quarries is to apply water to processes where dust is
generated, typically transfer points and where material drops into bins or onto
stockpiles. Once the dust is airborne it is difficult to control. Nozzles applying water,
mist or fog need to be directed to dustgenerating areas, appropriately sized, and
maintained to avoid clogging up.
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